From Silence to Recognition:
Confronting Discrimination in Emory’s Dental School History

Film premiere, documenting the period 1948–1961, when an abnormally high rate of failure for Jewish dental students at Emory pointed to a culture of anti-Semitism in one corner of the campus.

Discussion to follow.

Emory School of Dentistry, circa 1948
Courtland and Forrest (now Ralph McGill) Blvd.

Wednesday, 10 October
6:00pm
Cox Hall Ballroom

Shirley and Perry Brickman during his first year of dental school at Emory, 1951

Hosted by the Office of the President
For information contact Gary Hauk at gary.hauk@emory.edu or 404.727.6021
RSVP: www.emory.edu/events/OCT10